Latest Ideas for Fixing Health Insurance Markets

Suggested Resources

CLE = useful as a legal resource

NCSL Reports and Publications


The Health Innovations Database — NCSL’s one-of-a-kind database covers what state legislatures are enacting that changes Medicaid, private and commercial health insurance, access, health exchanges and other state action on health reforms. NCSL identifies more than 1,400 recently enacted laws and resolutions from 2015-18 in all 50 states, D.C. and Puerto Rico. There are at least 250 2018 laws, with new measures added as they are signed. www.ncsl.org/default.aspx?tabid=28925


The Commonwealth Fund: Key Resources


Related Expert Sources & Opinions


Trump Administration Court Filing Threatens Coverage for Preexisting Conditions.” The Commonwealth Fund: To the Point (blog), by Timothy Jost, JD. June 8, 2018. http://allh.us/QyvN. CLE
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